
Harry Potter—Chapter Five ‘Diagon Alley’ Page 66-80 WB 27.4.20. 

Please read Chapter five carefully before answering the questions below.  

Page 66— 72 

1. ‘Harry scrambled to his feet, so happy that he felt as though a large balloon was swelling 
inside him.’ What does this description tell you about Harry’s feelings? Why has Rowl-
ing used this description of the balloon? (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ‘There was an owl rapping its claw on the window’. Underline the word closest in meaning to ‘rapping’.  

(1 mark) 

A) Banging 

B) Tapping 

C) Hammering 

3. What is special about Gringotts bank and what makes it a safe place? (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
   

 

    

 

1. Answers would be accepted for any appropriate adjectives with a reasonable explanation for each e.g. Unkempt because he his jacket/coat has holes in and dormice in the pockets! Some examples—scruffy, giant, 
humongous, untidy, unclean.  

2. It means he was lost for words because he was so pleased, happy and overjoyed with the gift of the birthday cake. He had never received anything like this before. She uses the description because it tells the   
reader how shocked and overwhelmed he was with the words not reaching his mouth.  

3. Because the Dursleys have not told Harry anything about Hogwarts, magic or the truth about his parents. Hagrid can’t believe they have been hiding the letters. I think he is justified because the Dursleys have 
been very cruel to Harry.               Will accept Yes/No to justification question with a reasonable explanation that links to the text.  

4. Examples could include Am I a wizard?, How does Professor McGonagall know who I am?  What is a Mugwump? What is a Warlock?  

5. A human without magical powers.  

6. Voldemort caused the injury during a violent accident with his parents. (or something similar)  

7. Rubbish. Hagrid’s opinion is that the rumour he died is a load of rubbish! 

8. With sorrow or regret 

   

   

Answers from last week (WB 20.4.20) on Chapter 4 

 

4.  What is the name of the wizarding newspaper? (1 mark) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Who wrote ‘Magical Drafts and Potions’? (1 mark) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Page 73—80 

6. Was The Leaky Cauldron what Harry expected? Why/Why not? Use evidence from the text to support  

your answer. (2 marks) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What can you infer about Professor Quirrell’s character from the page 75 and 76? List two things. (2 mark)  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. How many syllables are there in the fourth line of the engraving on the doors on page 78? 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

9.  What word on page 80 means ‘swelling outwards’? (1 mark) 

__________________________________________________________________________________    

 

 


